AGENDA
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION COUNCIL
Kerckhoff Hall 417
August 20, 2013
7:00 PM

PRESENT: John Joanino, Avi Oved, Maryssa Hall, Sam Haws, Sunny Singh, Lizzy Naameh, Darren Ramalho, Jessica Kim, Omar Arce, Jessica Trumble, Lauren Rogers, Savanna D. Badalich, Cynthia Jasso, Patty Zimmerman, Laureen Lazarovici, Dr. Berky Nelson, Dr. Debra Geller, Danielle Dimacali

ABSENT: Lauren Rogers, Armen Hadjinanoukian

GUESTS: Mack Mai (Lauren Rogers proxy)

I. Call to Order
- Joanino calls the meeting to order at 7:03 PM
- Joanino passes around the attendance sheet.

II. A. Approval of the Agenda
- Arce calls to question. Hall seconds.
10-0-0 meeting approved.

B. Approval of the Minutes from August 20, 2013
- Hall calls to question. Arce seconds.
10-0-0 minutes are approved.

III. Public Comments
Charmaine Campbell
She welcomes everyone back

IV. Special Presentations
A. Dashew Center for International Students and Scholars
Jenny Weingard, Assistant director of Dashew Center
- Weingard passes out programs about the Dashew Center. They are trying to change their visibility on campus, and have set up many meetings with USAC collaborations and hopes to add more. She asks that if any council member wants to work with them. The Dashew Center’s primary purpose is to serve the international community, students and scholars. They have two divisions with student population whether degree seeking or non-degree seeking, as well as scholars to do research and faculty, including any one who works doesn’t have a visa. She is in charge of programming everything from orienting the students and welcoming them through English conversation classes, language classes, and a lot of social programming from trips to Vegas to Lakers Game to Disneyland to the Getty Museum. The programs presented are the ongoing programs at the Dashew Center for more specific or updated things check out the website at internationalcenter.ucla.edu.
There is an extensive event page and the Dashew Center, although the name states for international students, it is for everyone. It is a common misconception, the Dashew Center loves to have domestic student involvement to make the programs engaging and exciting. She emphasizes studying abroad and hanging out with domestic students, with a huge increase over the last year and they would love to see percentages increase. They want to see at least 25% involvement from domestic students. Most events are free, and she would love to have council there.

- Jasso asks about Global Siblings.
- Weingard states that a domestic student is paired with an international student for a one year commitment with a family coordinator once a month with sibling, and do stuff on their own. Applications are still open, capped at 150 of each group and then paired so there's a total of 300. Family is broken to 28-30 people and this year there’ll be themes and categories to find other people with the same interests to help with attendance.
- Jasso asks about a social justice theme.
- Weingard states that there is a service
- Singh asks the best way to contact
- Weingard brings a present, Dashew Center travel document holders with business cards and all the information. They have language circles and meet once a week for a social hour in another language, just a drop in with a mixture of native speakers and language learners. The other one is more organized called conversation partners and is a mutual relationship with one hour a week in a different language. Both programs are free and available.
- Oved states his experience as a global sibling because on one hand they need to increase domestic and international students, and they are so appreciative when you take the time to build a relationship and say hello and when you sit down with them they are detached and don’t get the full experience. You learn a lot.
- Weingard talks about discover LA program with trips around all LA from performing arts to sporting events to amusement parks to museums with super discounted tickets and round trip transportation. Four times a year they have travel meet trips all inclusive and generally run around $300, great way to meet people such as the PCH tour with 20 different countries going on the trip. The Big Bear Ski trip in Winter, Vegas in spring with transportation and meals and cirque du soleil, break, and summer San Francisco. Cheap, priceless, and it would be absolutely amazing.

B. IGNITE
- Hall presents Invest in Graduations, Not Incarceration, Transform Education. This is what the EVP office will be working on and hopefully council with collaborative efforts. First, the different problems must be addressed with the pillars of accessibility, affordability, and quality with all three areas lacking. The lack of accessibility proposition 209 (decrease of students of color), school-to-prison pipeline (kids getting tracked from 3rd grade directly to prison), and criminalization of youth. The lack of affordability with high prison spending, not prioritizing higher education, and not balancing the budget on the backs of students. Everyone here at UCLA is privileged, because the way the California budget breaks down, the end gets split of prison spending and higher education. The prison spending is increasing and higher education is decreasing. Hall asks if anyone heard about Governor Brown’s statement.
Jasso stated that there is a new interest in trying to find more money to build more prisons and stop overcrowding with terrible conditions such as the solitary confinement rule.

Hall states that in the past 30 years there have been 30 prisons built and only one UC school built. Hall stated that many people currently in prison for nonviolent crimes and continuously being held even though it didn’t harm anyone, but still costing the state money. Ignite is trying to change the way how Governor Brown sees the prison system, asking for $315 million to create MORE prisons rather than rehabilitation, mental health hospitals, and schools. The problem is so large, tuition and student loan debt and everything is interconnected.

Naameh asks about the prison population in California.

Hall states Alabama is the prison capital of the world, but California is a close second and 49th in education spending and 3rd in prison spending. Everyone keeps saying California is broke but California is broken. Hall wants to ensure student voice is being heard and this is a UCSA wide campaign. Hall states that SOCC will be involved and everything is an overlapping issue. The lack of quality with failing and missing retention centers, lack of high school outreach, and lack of diversity on campus. Diversity is more about students of color, there education is getting directly impacted and you expect to get diverse opinions and learn from people across the world, and if everyone looks and has the same ideas you are not learning or growing and you are getting cheated. This is not a people of color program, this is a problem for everyone.

Hall states it’s a multifaceted campaign with internal and external components. Phase 1 is keeping students out of prison, AB 420, AB 128, SB 649.

Lazaroviki asks about willful defiance.

Hall states that willful defiance is undefined and can be suspended. The demographic shows that its primarily students of color and black males throughout the United States are affected. Willful defiance must be defined and why are they being criminalized. There are people incarcerated for nonviolent crimes such as small drug possession the progressive thing would be to tax marijuana but that’s own personal political ideology.

Hall states Phase II is get students to higher education with SCA 5, the exact counterpart of Proposition 209. If enacted they could take into account race, sex, color, ethnicity, and national origin in higher ed. Even if we repeal proposition 209 there are still loopholes and long term repeal proposition 209. She states that to outreach to schools afflicted by school-to-prison pipeline. Cynthia Flores stated that if there aren’t any students of colors qualified, its our duty to create and grow them.

Hall states that Phase III is retaining students in higher education to ensure that they graduate. UCOP currently has $10 million of funds that are unclaimed, and as UCSA students they want the untouched money for establishing support and increasing outreach during school and post graduate centers to increase faculty and keep it all in the family. It all comes back to the University.

Ramalho asks about the untouched money.

Hall states that it just hasn’t been spent; Cynthia Flores urges the office of the president to not touch it. She is going to write a resolution and have all the other UCs pass them.

Hall states the timeline and the FIRE campaign received $25,000 grant from Rosenberg Foundation and will be using those funds to continue the campaign. Hall will utilize UCSA spaces, EVP office, call-ins, postcard campaigns, and communicating with
Regents and Chancellors to develop recruitment and retention centers to solidify existing ones. Hall states it’s doable and worthwhile and letting all the council know the EVP offices work and encourages everyone to work together.

Joanino states that he is disappointed and shocked that Governor Brown would ask for money especially considering Prop 30 passed. The $15 million from UCOP should go towards undocumented students.

Arce asks if Hall could send to council members. Hall says yes.

Jasso asks if Hall is working on “Books not bars.” Hall states that there are a lot of coalitions working with and will keep in contact.

VI. Appointments

A. Student Fee Advisory Committee – Janay Williams

Badalich reads recommendations: go into more details about funding, understand scope of SFAC on campus and externally. The vote was 3-0-0 recommended.

Singh asks about how long the appointment is. Joanino answered 2 years.

Janay Williams walks in.

Janay Williams introduces herself as a Molecular Cellular Developmental Biology Major as a third year. She started as an intern at the EVP office and the external vice president for her hall, and last year she was the vice chair for the travel and advocacy grants and funded about 50 different student groups. She was also involved in academic affairs commission and also involved in Afrikan Student Union. She has been involved since day 1.

Ramalho asks who did Williams reach out to. His second question is that any kind of funding on the website that she disagreed and how would she approach it.

Williams says she reached out to Joanino, Kirt, and Mallery. One funding decision was to not fund the undergraduate student writing center, and when she first read that and analyzed it that academic services have their own funding and different than student services. She said approaching that situation, a lot of people on SFAC were not too sure how to separate academic services versus student services and that’s something they really should work on in SFAC.

Oved asks if she can elaborate what student services is.

Janay states that years ago the UC Office of the President gave control of student services fees and must be completely separate from academic such as CAPS, Ashe, LGBT, and student services are defined as being separate from academics that are ultimately meant to get back to students. Everyone pays their $907, and make sure they are using them and serving students.

Williams thanks everyone for having her and says she has worked with many different funding students and hope they will trust her and she is vocal and will serve really well. She has worked well with administrators and she is very qualified and hopes everyone votes to approve.

Janay Williams steps out.

Trumble stated she went to high school with her, and oversaw the travel and advocacy component. They streamlined the application, made it all online, and her consideration and whole hearted approach really developed sense of funding is valuable.
Badalich stated she was great during the interview and again she reached out to ARC and to Badalich and asked her mini opening statement as a resume. She’s glad she took her recommendations seriously.

Oved states she has a great personality and wants to hear Joaninos take and Ramalho’s take and do they think she can fit the bill.

Ramalho stated Williams answered the questions well, and knew a lot more than he did. He is impressed and really understands student service fees and will do an excellent job. She understands she is vocal.

Joanino states that being on SFAC the past two years has been a huge challenge and making decisions for communities. What separated Janay was a clear vision of what she wants and a strong focus on academic retention and mental health. Joanino was really happy, but again it’s his appointee.

Hall calls to question. Ramalho seconds.

Janay Williams is approved.

**B. CS Mini Fund Chair – Elliot Gomez**

Badalich says the only recommendation was to reach out to CPO and understand the structure because when asked the question he honestly said he didn’t know. The vote was 3-0-0 and he was recommended. Gomez reached out to Badalich and Hall.

Jasso states that CS Mini Fund Chair alternates every year and last year Jonathan Martinez was from Community Programs Office and this year it’s now CSC’s term.

Oved comments that he is easily one of the most qualified candidates for ARC.

Hall states that more than reaching out, she told him all the things he started to do and is extremely proactive and well qualified.

Elliot Gomez walks in.

Elliot Gomez introduces himself as the CS Mini Fund Chair person and community service has been a part of his life for three years. He taught voice class around different high schools, involved as psych directr, SOUF, and all holistic funds, also involved in community service commission and volunteers, executive, and administrative body with different services. He has been involved in California teach and includes service around Los Angeles Area and has a lot of diversity.

Oved asks about CPO.

Gomez states that CPO is action, retention, service, and risk management. The service component is similar with health, education, and social justice. There are 25 projects.

Zimmerman says she advises CS Mini Fund, and will work closely with her. She asks about goals and changes for CS Mini so she could be aware.

Gomez states talking with past members are access, since a lot of people aren’t aware of the fund to go through emails and being put out on CS fliers, and advertise office hours. The meetings on Monday and he says he hasn’t been fond because its chaotic and a way to change it is to utilize office hours to mimic CSC to make sure people know how to access funds. He states advertising application itself and the cheat sheet is out of date, really update the website.

Jasso states they will work together, and share the office. She encourages him to use the office. She comments that the meetings are chaotic and can mitigate the problem by creating different smaller sessions talking to student groups on a smaller scale versus a larger scale. Jasso gives props.
Badalich asks what makes him the best chairperson.
Gomez states its impossible for one person to know everything, but his background for the last 3 years he has been exposed and has a diversity of experience with different community service to see more efficient ways to do service with cheaper options and offer recommendations for other funds in the past.
Gomez gives his closing statement and is really excited and has been on the direct side of community service and now more on the indirect side.

Gomez steps out.
Oved states he is great.
Badalich states that he has tons of different experience, a go-getter, and has tons of recommendations from his position.
Jasso states that she loves the fact that he has tangible solutions. He was part of the first meeting and was really proactive at the meeting. She appreciates the fact that he is vocal and more proactive will be a really good change from the past of CS Mini Fund Chair.
Arce states that coming into the position, Gomez has been the person he relied on the most. He is really humble and knows how to start a service group from the beginning to the end. He is one of the most developed members and cant think of anyone else.

VII. Officer and Member Reports

A. President – John Joanino

Joanino stated last week he had a conference call with Barack Obama’s office regarding his college affordability plan with other university presidents across the country. Joanino personally thinks Obama's plan is ineffective for California because of prop 98, restrictions to state fund allocations, and the creation of arbitrary categories for colleges. Joanino has been working with Badalich and thanks CEC for helping create a video for the 7000 in Solidarity campaign. Joanino has a meeting with Vice Chancellor of Legal Affairs, Kevin Reed, to talk about crime reporting, title ix rights, and the violence against women act. He has a meeting with Jan Reiff the newly elected chair of the academic senate. The ORL office will be showing the video at all hall residence meetings during True Bruin Welcome Week. Joanino is working on getting the 7000 in solidarity and drop the i-word pledges on the USAC website.

B. Internal Vice President – Avi Oved

Oved has been working with Sandabahl, Zimmerman, Geller, and showcased the application on getting it running and making sure that the app is specific and unique to UCLA.

Jasso asks how the app is going to be financed.
Oved states that he is talking to other UC campuses and talked to the developer about discounts. He says he wants a free demo with piloting programs to see if it really does fit with what is needed to do to move forward with funding.
Jasso asks about projected costs.
Oved states its projected costs $30,000 to $50,000 and look to reduce that cost by asking other UCs.
- Jasso asks who Oved talks to.
- Oved states he talked to Sandavol about funding and in addition to that the tech advisors to see if we can develop something on our own to prevent aimless spending of money.
- Jasso asks if the developers could come to a USAC meeting.
- Oved states that everyone is invited to the demo.
- Singh asks about $30,000-$50,000
- Oved states it’s a yearly cost and covers training. It’s really a flat rate. Intersting note is that over 60% of students will have access to smart phones and by 2016 90% of students will have access. Oved says there is no rush.
- Jasso asks how the developer is chosen.
- Oved states he has been working with the EVP of UCSB and has looked into Garley, Emergency, and saw that this one is far better with pilot programs at NYU and a Canadian based company all over Canada and is about to sign a deal with University of Florida.
- Jasso says all of council must be very aware of, and whenever working with outside organizations and companies be very careful and university standards.
- Oved invites everyone to demo, and met with student reach committee that consists of many different USAC offices. It’s a tool for outreach and centralizes out reach efforts since council overlaps on campus and wants to make it efficient and cohesive as possible. A googledoc will be open to be brought to CRC and finally to council.
- Oved renovated the IVP office.

C. External Vice President – Maryssa Hall
- Hall states that IGNITE is a big focus for the school year as well as SOCC, and everyone should be getting emails and urges council to respond. Hall will be meeting with Keith Parker, administration counterpart, and asking Mayor Garcetti to go to SOCC and asking Napolitono to come to SOCC. Napolitano coming to SOCC and giving that opportunity to be an open dialogue would be great.
- Hall cannot make the retreat because she has to be at the UCSA board meeting, but will miss everyone.

D. Academic Affairs Commissioners -- Daren Ramalho
- Ramalho says he will be meeting with Pat Turner to talk about lgbt minor and diversity requirement. He wants the meetings to be monthly, and encourages everyone to come to continue to foster a good relationship. He continued the conversation about having a faculty rep, it ultimately comes to the academic senate to make the appointment. He emailed Jan and will look more into the process. He will see if a list of recommendations could be provided. He wants the council to be familiar with academic appointments in respective committees with the exceptions of appointments going through ARC and all came before council.
- Oved says ARC meeting is open to council, but are not allowed to vote.

E. Administrative Representative
Deb Geller
She sent a revised draft of student conduct and wants the council to send them broadly. She invites comments from anyone and everyone, and sent it in a format that provides
context. The changes include feedback from various students, faculty, students, administrators as well as changes that happened in federal law, state law, and university policy over the past year and things currently being proposed. They’ve also looked at practices from other universities and been effective with other locations. The bad news is that they are trying to move quickly, hoping to have the revision in place before the students move in for Fall. The period for comment is just over two weeks to have this in place for the start of the quarter.

Secondly, the Student Leadership Governance Day put on by Student Affairs will be Wednesday of Welcome Week, September 25th from 9AM-2PM in DeNeve Plaza, and all council members are being invited. They want a good representation of all the offices. If there is someone else on the office that would like to be invited, please let her know the name and email address of whomever they would like to be added. It is not a large event, an intimate event to have dialogue. She hopes to get the formal invitations shortly after Labor day. A light breakfast and full lunch will be provided. The chancellor will be the keynote speaker and he will do a Q&A.

Joanino says he is glad and appreciative that there are strengthened definitions and took into consideration the due process rights and campus advocacy.

Laureen Lazarovici

-Lazarovici thanks Hall for the presentation, and if education gets more than prison gets less and vice versa. She says the campaign dovetails with prop 13, and it’s so funny to hear her say Governor Brown, and he oversaw the way prop 13 got to be passed. It’s like back to the future. There are a lot of party politics along the building of prisons, and its important for California to be seen as tough on crime and one way to do that is tough on crime and more prisons. Its especially important to democrats, it’s a very rich and multilayered campaign. She has not heard about the willful defiance, but the first person to pop to mind is Jason Smith, as a compliment. Everyone at the table are and will continue to proudly be willfully defiant. Just during this meeting it’s come up as a praise worthy trait and states SFAC needs vocal people, and Oved praised Jasso and Deb as being sassy, as a compliment. Lazarovici is starting to remember her high school friend who staged a protest and making a spoof of a student club t-shirt and got suspended. There was a rally around him standing up for him and the willful defiance. She thanks Hall for bringing it to their attention. She’s happy to hear the notion of faculty rep to council is going forward. It’s nice to get more eyes, ears, and brains on the table.

Dr. Berky Nelson

-Nelson states that Jason Smith has compiled a document for those going to graduate school, and he is going to NYU. He felt there are things to be done such a manual to look at it on what to do to go to graduate school. It’s incomplete, but when he gets there he wants to send them back. Its currently in the works and hopes to be completed by the time people go to graduate school. Secondly, based on a conversation the undie run has become a feature that gathered attention with other campuses coming. There has been a time where student government got involved with undie run for security purposes, and the university stated they want undie run campus and we had members of student government. He wasn’t here for spring festivities, but there was over 10,000 people and is concerned about safety. With lot 6 down, the passage way is very narrow, he is not
sitting here recommending being greatly involved in undie run, but is concerned about
the health and safety of people coming on campus. If anyone wants to talk to him, he will
be happy to enterain the conversation, and the upmost importance is student safety since
there is a lot of alcohol and a lot of strangers. He wants to talk about prospects for safety.

Patty Zimmerman
-Zimmerman asks council members to sign SGA forms for changed paperwork for new
hire packets, just talk to Urma. She has volunteer discount forms for California, with each
office having x amount of volunteer stipends to allocate a quarterly volunteer form with
an employee discount through volunteering their time. There are instructions, but make
sure only the white part is filled. Do not sign the grey area. Lastly there have been
questions about surplus. She explains that during this time they must reconcile all of last
years budget and go through an audit process, and then there will be a finalized surplus
number. After there will be a council announcement and there will be guidelines and
bylaws. Sometimes there are time sensitive requests, with Roy coming in and brought
towards council for discussion and there is a conservative estimate before having the
finalized number. There may be a few propositions coming up shortly, and if there are
time sensitive large-scale projects that aren’t fitting to the November timeline, available
to discuss with her and Roy. This shouldn’t be another avenue to fund projects that have
other forms of funding.
-Jasso states large-scale, larger than 10 and there is BOD as well. Just because you can’t
apply to SOUF doesn’t mean you cant apply to BOD. Just keep that in mind when asking
for surplus from the future.
-Zimmerman states some examples are Strathmore Saferides, Bruin Bash, Night Powell,
Textbook scholarship and other projects.

VII. Fund Allocations
-Jasso says she fills her positions and will be coming up for a vote last week. Kappa
Alpha Pi, co-ed prelaw fraternity for their executive retreat allocated $300, Afrikan
Student Union offered $350, Amigos de UCLA modestly (???)
There is a cap for two retreats per quarter. She had to reject Afrikan Student Union and is
really strict with the 21 day rule, and if there is a late application let her know ahead of
time.
There is $74,000.50 in contingency.
-Singh asks about hospitality.
-Jasso states that it’s a fancy word to say food. Programming is nonfood related items.
-Oved asks if it comes out of the leadership fund.
-Jasso states its going to be interesting to navigate with Deborah, and will come in when
there’s donations. She says there is a separate code of what is outside of contingency
because its restricted. When its surplus its 4800 which is a different identifier. She cant
tell until accounts have been processed.

VIII. Old Business
No old business.
IX. New Business

A. Funding Study Group Members

Joanino says he is appointing two members such as Gureema Gurma and Shayla McClennan and Sam Haws and Lauren Rogers to funding study group. He sent out the resumes of the 2 appointees.

Jasso says in bylaws he has to choose between a certain amount of options, and the second appointment comes from EVP and CAC. These appointments are coming as a representation of two positions but all funding chairs will be invited. There are two respective members and all funding members to the meeting.

Lazarovici asks what does the funding study group do

Jasso states its working on universal funding applications with the surplus and contingency crisis, the funding study group made recommendations for the finance committee. Its essentially a financial board as well as council representation to streamline funding or make different changed to financial processes. This year the budget review director will have a different vision. She really wants the funding to convene because she wants to update the stipend information. Once you miss the fourth meeting you will get a stipend removal, and after each meeting there would be a decrease in stipend. She wants to update that for future council members and hopes to convene soon.

Oved asks to name the voting members

Jasso states Jacob budget review director, the assistant budget review director, finance committee chair, cpc chair, evp travel and advocacy chair, and the two council members Sam Haws and Lauren Rogers. Everyone is welcome, just not allowed to vote.

Badalich calls to question. Trumble seconds.
10-0-0 members are approved.

B. USAC Retreat

Oved passes at agenda; Friday September 16 there will be a retreat in Kerkhoff 417. Normally there would be a retreat location and invite any campus entities, but instead the portion will be here from 12-5. The following administrators will present: Berky, Deb, Deb Simmons, Laureen Lazarovici, ???.

Oved tells council members to look at the retreat agenda itself and see if any council members have any questions.

Jasso asks if council members should be bringing stuff packed.

Oved states there will be a break to have a local dinner at Westwood and then will drive off to San Clemente

Kim asks about where dinner will be held

Oved says he has requests, and wants to have reservations

Kim says its Friday evening between 7-9 and will be very busy

Oved says drivers will be him, Hardjimanoukin, and Ramalho. He wants everything to be relevant.

Joanino asks if anyone needs assistance.

Oved invites anyone to go to the market with him.

Kim says she’ll go

Badalich offered to cook with each other and bond.

Jasso states everyone better step up, because Michael Starr and her were stuck in the kitchen making spaghetti for everyone.
-Badalich will send out a survey
-Oved invites everyone to send requests or commons.

X. Announcements
-Oved says he made his office volunteer for volunteer day and encourages everyone. Furthermore global siblings are struggling to get domestic students and encourage everyone to apply.
-Jasso says if you’re in danger of getting stipend removed, let her know ahead of time if there is a financial need present. She also wanted to mention commissions and offices that have referendum fees and should have received an email from Deborah Simmons. The budget report is online and there are specific line items. Also in the near future, the matrix will be up on website and comments as well to see the different feedback from the finance committee in case anyone wants to approve contingency applications. Her and Patty Zimmerman have been working on the Funding Advocated, accepting four people and have a mini internship with requisitions and provide office hours with student organizations new to process with a mandatory orientation. If anyone in the office wants that requisition training, please let her know. Each office has internships and fellowships, and potentially having a first year and fellow training. She would love everyone’s help.
-Zimmerman says they might change the name Funding Helpers for advertising, but the name Student Advocate is good for the interns. They want something approachable and clear.
-Jasso states that the applicants will be coming out of the 104 people applied in the funding committee.
-Badalich says she went on Wednesday to the audit in Sacramento regarding higher education and reporting, Cal mishandled two cases specifically and a clear complaint testified at audit and there was a public comment, as the other school present from the University of North Carolina who started the wave of complaints among universities and title 9 and drafted complaints to drive up to the Sacramento. The public comment with the actual statistic of 7,000 affected at UCLA, was actually in the discussion by those having the audit and passed unanimously. UC Berekeley, other two CSU’s will be audited. There is a press release from the office of the president, echoed in an opinion article by DB. Regardless of whether or not UCLA is audited, they must be proactive rather than retroactive. It was an emotional topic and she was crying, thinking of Hall. She wants to thank Berky and brought that promoting consent is confusing, but that’s not what they’re doing is understanding consent. The research question Deb Geller and Jessica Tee were the only two that provided questions and have four different categories for questions. One, regarding consent, two bystanders, and three stigma. She is talking with HGI tomorrow and is open to suggestions. Badalich thanks Kim about the table. She is working with Annie Clark to provide training on how to probably talk to survivors and knowing title 9 rights. Lastly, farmers market is now under SWC and will be launching the website by next week.
-Trumble says that the student DJ competition is officially closed and there were great applicants to keep people informed and make sure they know what’s going on.
-Kim says the official email will be soon, every council office will have a graphic up on the scoreboard at bruin bash and 7000 in solidarity can be there. She will be emailing out table assignments for Enormous Activities Fair, the departments haven’t been reached out
yet. She met with the Dashew center representatives and one of the goals is to make CEC more international student friendly such as foreign film or foreign speaker and offers everyone to contact her.
- Joanino states that IDEAS is hosting an immigration forum tomorrow at 4-6 pm in 580 Hilgard to talk about the New Senate bill.

XII. Signing of the Attendance Sheet
The attendance sheet was passed around.

XI. Adjournment
Ramalho moves to adjourn. Hall seconds.
Meeting adjourned 8:56 pm.

XII. Good and Welfare